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Proposed WGC Organic Farm 
Design Elements 

1) 6’ cattle panel/wood fence that surrounds high tunnel area (demarcated in blue on map). 
• Two larger gates at the north end can either swing in or be mounted on rollers, so that you can 

slide them southwards to gain entrance. 
• Smaller gate on south east corner can swing in. 

2) 4’ cattle panel/wood fence with single wire run at 5’ and 6’ height (demarcated in green); both access 
gates can swing in. 

After removing existing gravel from the current site, we will add 12” topsoil/compost mix and build on 
top of that. Therefore, we will need to add some extra lumber at the bottom of the entire perimeter 
fencing to help retain that grade change. We may be able to repurpose our raised bed lumber for this. 
 
Currently, the existing raised beds sit 3’ off of sidewalk, so we kept the north fence line there. I assume 
this has something to do with city code, but if not, perhaps we can push the fence closer to the sidewalk 
to increase the growing area inside. There is one parking lot light located close to that 3’ mark - see red 
asterisk on map. 

3) Three high tunnels of varying lengths, all 14’ wide. 4’ buffers around all sides allow for seasonal 
maintenance, while a 6.5’ access lane along the north end allows for equipment traffic. We’ll want to 
create a small grade on the east and west side of each tunnel to prevent flooding during a rainstorm and 
drain those southwards to the existing swale outside of the fenced area. The two western-most tunnels 
are 6’ apart with a strip of pollinator-friendly perennials running between. Depending on how close we 
want to get to the greenhouse, we could push the eastern-most house (and fence line) another couple 
feet over to include a second pollinator swale. Right now, it’s only 4’ apart from its neighbor. 

4) L-shaped raised bed, similar in design to our current raised beds, for perennial herbs and edible flowers. 
5) 4’x16’ fully-enclosed chicken run with 4’x4’ house at west end. Possible solar panel in top of the house to 

power heated lamps in the winter. 
6) Lockable, pole-barn style storage shed for farm equipment. Not sure of dimensions yet, as we may have 

to keep an access lane between it and the main building on the west side. Looks like we don’t need a 
permit as it will be under 200 square feet. 

• Note roof overflow spout coming off main building behind the shed 
• The main irrigation valve for outdoor system would sit inside this shed, but if we leave the floor 

unfinished, I can’t imagine this would be a problem.
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Proposed WGC Organic Farm 
Construction Steps 

Stage 1: Demolition and Prep 
1) Begin work on signage (how many, where, what, design).  
2) Scrape all existing gravel from site. Keep a small pile for our use and haul the rest off-site (Jim Fields 

has offered to take it). Maybe we can arrange a trade out of it. 
3) Salvage plants we’d like to keep. Pot up and store either in the greenhouse or by compost bins. 
4) Demo raised beds. Find somewhere to store lumber and hop yard materials, or sell/donate (OSU?). 

Soil from beds can stay where it is or get graded out. 
5) Finalize storage shed and chicken coop dimensions and design. Plan to purchase once garden 

construction begins. 
6) Finalize high tunnel design and where to purchase materials. 

Stage 2: Construction 
1) Build fence and short retaining wall, leaving a portion unfinished so large equipment can get in and 

out throughout construction phase, perhaps in front of future high tunnel location on the north end. 
2) Retrofit and lay underground irrigation piping. 
3) Add soil and compost to raise grade 12”. 
4) Build chicken coop, storage shed, and raised herb bed. Fill raised bed with soil. 
5) Buy and build high tunnels (frame, plastic and other accessories). 

Stage 3: Finishing Details 
1) Purchase tractor and accessories 
2) Finish out above-ground irrigation 
3) Install herb and pollinator swale plantings 
4) Mulch as needed 
5) Install signage 
6) Begin ag production!
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